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Abstract
We explored if adolescents with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (GTS) had functional postural
control impairments and how these deﬁcits are linked to a disturbance in the processing and integration
of sensory information. We evaluated the displacements of the center of pressure (COP) during maximal
leaning in four directions (forward, backward, rightward, leftward) and under three sensory conditions
(eyes open, eyes closed, eyes closed standing on foam). GTS adolescents showed deﬁcits in postural
stability and in lateral postural adjustments but they had similar maximal COP excursion than the control
group. The postural performance of the GTS group was poorer in the eyes open condition (time to phase
1 onset, max-mean COP). Moreover, they displayed a poorer ability to maintain the maximum leaning
position under the eyes open condition during mediolateral leaning tasks. By contrast, during forward
leaning, they showed larger min-max ranges than control subjects while standing on the foam with the
eyes closed. Together, these ﬁndings support the idea that GTS produces subclinical postural control
deﬁcits. Importantly, our results suggest that postural control disorders in GTS are highly sensitive to
voluntary postural leaning tasks which have high demand for multimodal sensory integration.

Introduction
Gilles de la Tourette syndrome (GTS) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by the presence and
persistence of motor and vocal tics often (90%) associated
with various psychiatric comorbidities such as hyperactivity
and obsessive-compulsive disorder [1,2]. A dysfunction of
basal ganglia (BG) cortical circuitry has been shown to be
involved in GTS pathophysiology [3-6].
Postural control is a fundamental aspect of daily motor
acts. It requires the maintenance of the center of pressure
(COP) within the base of support delimited by the feet [7].
The perception of balance control and the limits of postural
stability depends crucially on the appropriate processing
and integration of tactile, proprioceptive, visual and
vestibular sensory signals [8,9]. BG cortical circuitry is a
major contributor of the multisensory network for postural
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control [10]. Postural instabilities are a trademark of many
BG disorders such as Parkinson’s and Huntington’s diseases
[9,11-14]. Over the recent years, one hypothesis that has been
put forward to explain postural control de icits in patients
with damage in BG cortical circuits is the abnormalities in the
processing and integration of sensory information particularly
proprioceptive signals [6,11,15,16]. Several studies using
reaching and grasping movement paradigms support the role
of the sensory system in the pathophysiology of Tourette’s
syndrome [6,17-21]. Speci ically, it has been shown that
patients with GTS are more dependent on visual feedback
when performing upper-limb movements [20]. Yet, increased
reliance on visual cues has often been considered as a marker
of altered proprioceptive processing [16].
Most functional movements of everyday life are
performed in dynamic postural conditions requiring precise
coordination between posture and voluntary movements that
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largely depend on processing, integration and reweighting
of various sensory information, especially of proprioceptive
signals [12]. However, only two previous studies investigated
this hypothesis. In one study, the postural performance of
adolescents with GTS was assessed using a quiet standing
postural task performed with eyes open and eyes closed
condition [22]. The results revealed postural control de icits
that were independent of the visual condition. A more recent
study examined postural control in GTS using altered external
sensory conditions. With the Sensory Organization Test, the
researchers reported greater postural instabilities in GTS,
particularly when vision was removed and somatosensory
cues were perturbed, leaving only the vestibular signals as a
reliable source of sensory information for postural stability
control [23]. To our knowledge, no previous study has
investigated the dynamic postural control and the postural
stability limits in patients with GTS. Thus, the hypotheses
that abnormalities in the processing and integration of
sensory information, particularly proprioceptive signals
explain postural control de icits in patients with damage in
BG cortical circuits have not been examined yet in speci ic
GTS BG dysfunctions. The present study was important to
explore these unknown symptoms. Actually, postural control
in GTS was not systematically evaluated in clinical practice.
The potential sensorimotor postural impairments in children
with GTS could have a huge impact on their development and
in their life. Indeed, it is well known that effective postural
control development is associated with fundamental motor
development, mobility function and social interaction [24].
Furthermore, Weisman and their colleagues [25] indicated
that the presence of somatosensory dysregulation was
associated with more severe impairments in quality of life and
less participation in daily activities in adults with GTS. Thus,
during the sensitive period of postural control development,
it is critical to identify as soon as possible the children with
postural control de icits for beginning speci ic sensorimotor
stimulation [26]. These investigations are also essential to
supplement the basal ganglia model with the speci ic basal
ganglia de icits identi ied in the GTS. Our results could lead
to a better understanding the neurophysiopathology of
these structures, especially for speci ic sibling treatment in
the pharmaceutical and the rehabilitation domain. These
knowledge could also contribute to identifying the risk of
falling in this pediatric population.
The present study explored, for the irst time, the postural
control of patients with GTS in a voluntary unperturbed
maximal leaning task in four directions and three sensory
conditions that increase the proprioceptive demands. This
will allow us to test if postural impairments of adolescents
with GTS increase when required to use a ine timevarying proprioceptive signals to control posture [27].
We hypothesized that if participants with GTS rely more
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.japch.1001024

on visual feedback than healthy subjects due to impaired
proprioception, they should show reduced postural stability
compared to healthy participants in the eyes closed conditions,
especially when standing on a foam. Conversely, if GTS
adolescents have a global impairment in sensorimotor
integration mechanisms for postural control, then anomalies
in postural control should be observed in all sensory
conditions.

Methods
Participants
Twenty-four adolescents aged 10 to 14 years old were
recruited to participate in this study and were divided into
two groups. The irst group was composed of 13 healthy
adolescents (12.2 ± 2 years old) with no history of motor
or psychiatric disorders. The second group was composed
of 13 adolescents with GTS. However, two GTS participants
were excluded because they were highly hyperactive and
were unable to complete the experimental task. Thus, 11
adolescents with GTS were included in the inal statistical
analysis (11.9 ± 2 years old). The test T revealed no signi icant
difference between groups. Participants with GTS were
recruited from the Montreal Tourette Study Group in the
Centre Hospitalier de l’Université de Montréal and their tics
and comorbidities were evaluated by trained professionals.
GTS was diagnosed using criteria from the Tourette Syndrome
Classi ication Study Group [28]. Every GTS participant in this
study met all the evaluation criteria of this evaluation and
they were put in the de inite category. Obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD) symptoms were evaluated using the YaleBrown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS) [29] and
attention de icit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) symptoms
were evaluated through an interview using DSM-IV criteria
and hyperactivity–impulsivity criteria. The comorbidities and
medications are presented in table 1.
Table 1: Clinical data of adolescents with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome.
Participants

Medication

Medication
during testing

ADHD

OCD

GTS1

No

no

no

OCD
deﬁnite

GTS2

No

no

combined type

OCD
probable

GTS3

Concerta

no

no

OCD
probable

GTS4

Risperidone,
Clonazepam

yes

inattentive type

OCD
probable

GTS5

No

no

inattentive type

no

GTS6

Concerta

no

combined type

no

GTS7

No

no

inattentive type

no

GTS8

Concerta,
Ritalin, Adderal

no

inattentive type

OCD
deﬁnite

GTS9

Strattera,
Concerta

yes, only
Strattera

hyperactive-impulsive
type

OCD
deﬁnite

GTS10

Riva-citalopram

yes

no

OCD
deﬁnite

GTS11

Strattera,
Concerta

yes, only
Strattera

combined type

no
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The project has been approved by the CERSS of the
University of Montreal, CERSS-1005. All participants and
their parents have given their written consent to participate.
We veri ied whether the effects observed on the entire
sample were due to a subgroup with a speci ic medication.
If the participant were taking any kind of neuroleptics,
clonidine, or stimulants he was excluded from the analysis.
Analyses revealed that the postural group differences were
still present [22]. We also veri ied if the postural performance
was correlated with the medication, with the comorbidities
and with the tics severity, but no signi icant value was
observed. In the light of our sample, the statistical analyses
indicated that this study is a third to demonstrate that these
three factors have no signi icant effect of the postural control
de icits observed in GTS [22].
In order to reduce the adolescent’s stress, the experimenter
took 10 minutes with each participant in both groups to
create a social relation and often asked if they had questions
during the explanations of the tasks. The experimenter said,
“There is no right answer for the task execution, you just
have to maintain your maximum leaning position.” He also
mentioned at the adolescents with the GTS: “feel free to let
your tics come and go before and/or after the maximum
leaning tasks. Moreover, in order to make sure that motor or
sensory tics did not interfere with the task: 1) we rejected the
trial where a motor or vocal tic was present, 2) participants
were asked if a sensory tic was felt during the trial, 3) all trials
were visually inspected during the experimentation and after
with the COP displacements. All the participants had executed
the tasks without observables or self-reported tics.
The study was approved by the university ethics
committee and all parents and participants provided written
informed consent or assent.
Experimental setup and procedures
The experimental tasks assessed postural control abilities
during maintenance leaning period. At the beginning of the
trial, participants stood barefoot on a force plate with their
arms crossed on their chest. They were asked to maintain
upright quiet standing position until an auditory cue (5 s)
instructed the participants to lean as far as possible in different
directions for each trial (forward, backward, rightward and
leftward) and to maintain this maximum leaning position.
After 10 s, a second auditory cue instructed the participant to
return to the initial quiet standing position for 7 s (total 22 s).
During the experimental task, participants were asked to
keep their body straight without moving or lifting their feet
or lexing their hips or knees [9,13,27]. These experimental
tasks were tested in three different sensory conditions:
a) eyes open while standing on a irm surface (EO), b) eyes
closed while standing on a irm surface (EC on a irm) and
c) eyes closed while standing on a foam (EC on foam). The
compliant foot support was a 5.5 cm-thick medium density
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.japch.1001024

foam. In EO condition, participants were asked to ix a target
(2 cm of diameter) on the wall 3 meters away from them.
During EC on a irm and EC on foam conditions, participants
were encouraged to remember the target’s position and
were asked to open their eyes between each trial in order to
keep their head position in approximately the same position
across trials (for example, avoid bending the head). The
investigator also observed the head orientation and the
respect of general postural instructions before and during
the total duration of the task. In the EO condition, we
tested the postural abilities of participants to maintain
maximum leaning position while all sensory information is
available (visual, proprioceptive, tactile and vestibular). The
comparison between the eyes open and eyes closed on irm
conditions allowed to test whether GTS participants rely
less on vision than control adolescents for dynamic postural
control. The EC on foam condition was used both to decrease
plantar pressure sensations as well as increase instability
[13,30]. This allowed to evaluate if postural control of GTS
participants were poorer than control group when they
are force to use ine time varying proprioceptive signals to
control posture. Participants had to repeat the task once time
in each direction and in each sensory condition, starting by
forward, backward, rightward and inished with the leftward
leaning directions. A practice trial was performed before. All
the participants were evaluated with the same instructor.
Further details regarding methodological features are
presented in Blanchet, Prince, Chouinard, & Messier, 2014 and
in Blanchet, Prince and Messier 2019 [13,27].
Data collection and data analysis
The ground reaction force data were collected at 200 Hz
using an AMTI force plate (AMTI, model OR6-5; Advanced
Mechanical Technology, Inc, Watertown, MA, USA) and
data processing was performed using the Balance Clinic
software. The raw data were extracted and computed by
Excel (of ice suite) and MatLab software. The force plate was
calibrated before the evaluation of each participant. The COP
displacements were analyzed during the maximum leaning
and were subdivided into two phases (Figure 1). The beginning
of phase 1 was de ined as the irst time the COP moved in
the opposite direction to the voluntary leaning movement
(namely Time to phase 1 onset) and ended at the 5th second of
maintain their maximum leaning. The approximate required
time to phase 1 onset was 1.5 s in means (standard deviation
0.46 s) but this time was affected by sensory condition and
by the GTS (see results section). The phase 1 re lected the
initial stabilization period affected by the momentum of the
voluntary leaning movement and the strategy used to reach
the maximum leaning. Phase 2 was during the last 5 s of
maintaining their maximum leaning. Both phases allowed
to assess postural control over time i.e., during the initial
postural adjustments after reaching the stability limits and
during the maintenance of the maximum leaning position.
https://www.heighpubs.org/japch
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In both phases, COP displacements were analyzed. First,
the min-max ranges were calculated as the distance between
the maximal and the minimal COP displacement values
(namely min-max range) [22,31] along the axis of leaning
movement (anteroposterior (AP) during forward and
backward leaning and mediolateral (ML) axes during
rightward and leftward leaning) as well as along the
opposite axis of leaning movement (AP during rightward and
leftward leaning and ML axes during forward and backward
leaning). The analyses of the amplitude of the COP along the
opposite axis during the voluntary movement are reported
to illustrate lateral postural adjustments or asymmetries
[9]. For these variables, the larger values indicated a poorer
postural performance. These dependent variables revealed
the maximum amplitude of COP displacements (stability
indication) but does not provide information on the ability
to maintain their COP near the stability limits. Therefore,
another original dependent variable was created to re lect this
important postural control skill. We calculated the distance
between the maximal COP value and the mean position of
COP displacements (COPmax-COPmean). The smaller values
revealed a better postural performance [13]. Finally, we had
calculated the maximum excursion of the COP from quiet
standing to maximum lean. This variable, named maximum
COP excursion, is largely reported in stability limits studies
[9,32].
Statistical analysis
Before starting the analysis, all results were normally
distributed. To determine whether sensory conditions

and leaning movement directions in luenced postural
stability during maximum leaning in both SGT and control
adolescents, a repeated-measure ANOVA with a between
factor (group) and 2 within factors (direction and sensory
condition) was applied on the amplitude (COP ranges
and COPmax-COPmean) values of COP displacements and
Time to phase 1 onset. These analyses were performed in both
phases for the leaning period. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections
were applied to all ANOVAs to reduce the probability of
type I error. Also, Post hoc pairwise comparisons were made
using Bonferroni correction. For conciseness, only main effects
and interactions including the factor group are reported for all
analyses of variance.

Results
Time to phase 1 onset
The ANOVAs conducted on the Time to phase 1 onset
variable indicated a signi icant interaction effect between
groups and conditions interaction (F(1,22) = 4.047, p < 0.05).
The Post-hoc analyses revealed that adolescents with GTS
required signi icantly more time to reach phase 1 in EO
condition than healthy adolescents (p < 0.05).
Min-max range
During the irst phase of maximum leaning, the ANOVAs
showed a signi icant main effect of group indicating that the
min-max range of adolescents with GTS were larger than
those of healthy controls when computed along the axis of

Figure 1: Parameters considered in the data analysis during both phases are shown from a representative adolescent with GTS. The light gray line
represents the AP COP excursion during a complete trial in the forward direction and the dark gray line represents the one in ML axis. The A represent
min-max ranges, the B represent COPmax-COPmean and the C represent the maximum excursion of the COP.
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leaning movement (F(1,22) = 5.77, p < 0.05) as well as along
the opposite axis of leaning (F(1,22) = 11.04, p < 0.005).
Furthermore, the analysis of min-max range computed
along the axis of leaning movement indicated a signi icant
interaction effect between groups, conditions and directions
(F(6,132) = 2.57, p < 0.05) (Figure 2). Post-hoc analyses
revealed that the min-max range of adolescents with GTS were
larger than those of healthy controls during forward leaning
in the foam condition (p < 0.05) as well as during rightward
(p < 0.05) and leftward leaning (p < 0.05) in the eyes open
condition.
During the second phase of maximum leaning, adolescents
with GTS also exhibited larger min-max range values than
healthy adolescents both along the leaning axis (F(1,22) = 6.43,
p < 0.05) and along the axis opposite to the leaning movement
(F(1,22) = 7.35, p < 0.05). However, in contrast to the irst
maximal leaning phase, there was no signi icant groups
by conditions by directions interaction indicating that the
difference between healthy and GTS adolescents was similar
across sensory conditions and leaning movement directions.
COPmax-COPmean
Adolescents with GTS exhibited a greater overall mean
level of COPmax-COPmean across sensory conditions and
leaning movement directions (Figure 3). Accordingly, the

ANOVAs revealed a signi icant difference between groups
in the magnitude of COPmax-COPmean for phase 1 (F(1,22)
= 6.69, p < 0.05)) and phase 2 (F(1,22) = 6.97, p < 0.05))
(Figure 3). Furthermore, the analysis indicated a signi icant
group by condition interaction (F(2,44) = 4.05, p < 0.05) for
phase 1. Post-hoc analyses revealed that adolescents with
GTS displayed larger COPmax-COPmean than healthy
adolescents in the eyes open condition (p < 0.05).
Maximum COP excursions
The ANOVAs performed on the maximum COP excursions
revealed no signi icant group effect (phase 1: (F(1,22) =
1.316, p > 0.05); phase 2: (F(1,22) = 0.27, p > 0.05)), nor than
interaction effect.

Discussion
For the irst time, we investigated dynamic postural
control and stability limits in three different sensory
conditions in GTS. Participants performed a voluntary
unperturbed maximal leaning task in four directions. There
were three main indings in this study. First, adolescents
with GTS showed postural stability impairments (phase 2)
and de icits in lateral postural adjustments (both phases).
Second, GTS adolescents displayed the greatest postural
instabilities relative to healthy controls in the eyes open

Figure 2: The Φ indicates interaction eﬀect between the condition, the direction and the group for COP range in four directions under three sensory
conditions during phase 1 for both subject’s groups. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 3: Independently from forward, backward, left, or right leans, the Φ reveals the signiﬁcant interaction between the condition and the group for
COPmax-COPmean value during the phase 1 (A) and phase 2 (B) under each sensory condition for both groups. Error bars represent the standard
error of the mean.

and in the foam conditions during the irst leaning phase.
Finally, the GTS did not affect the maximal COP excursion
performance. These indings are discussed in the following
sections.
Postural control at the limits of stability in GTS adolescents
The present study provides evidence that GTS adolescents
have subclinical dynamic postural control impairments i.e.
de icits not investigated by the classical clinical neurological
assessments. In the phase 2, they exhibited larger min-max
ranges along the axis of the leaning movement as well as a
reduced ability to maintain the maximal inclined posture.
These results are consistent with a previous study reporting
higher COP ranges during quiet standing and one-legged
standing in GTS participants [22].
Furthermore, the results revealed that the GTS
adolescents had de icits in lateral postural adjustments
or asymmetries in both phases (min-max COP along the
opposite axis of leaning). Our results also agree with many
other studies demonstrating postural control de icits and
lateral postural adjustments or asymmetries in basal ganglia
disorders, such as Parkinson’s and Huntington’s diseases
[9,11-14]. Moreover, the postural impairments reported here
are in line with the results of our previous study indicating
that Huntington’s disease patients show a degraded ability to
maintain the maximum leaning position and lateral postural
adjustments even before the clinical disease onset [13].
These results could also be explained in part by trunk
dystonic postures. In fact, in 2019, a study revealed that one
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.japch.1001024

of the most frequent manifestations in GTS dystonic tics is
the trunk dystonic postures (59.5%). Despite the fact that
the experimenter did not observed tic manifestations
during the experimental postural task, as mentioned in the
methodology section, it could be possible that this type of
tics could in luence postural control and cause postural
asymmetries.
These indings support the idea that damage in basal
ganglia-cortical network produces impairments in several
aspects of balance control, including the ability to coordinate
postural adjustments with voluntary movements [15].
Furthermore, the current results indicate that our
experimental task is sensitive to highlight balance dif iculties
in GTS. This is important since postural control at the limit
of stability simulates functional positions occurring in daily
life and is a key determinant of fall risk [9,33]. The results
suggested that GTS adolescents could be more at risk of
falling. Indeed, GTS adolescents reached similar maximal
COP excursion than the control group but they indicated
signi icant impairments in maintaining their balance.
Sensory processing and integration in GTS adolescents
Over the recent years, one important hypothesis that
has been put forward to explain postural control de icits
in basal ganglia damage patients is abnormalities in
the processing and integration of sensory information,
particularly proprioceptive signals [6,15,16]. Based on these
prior works, we hypothesized that adolescents with GTS
rely more on visual feedback than healthy subjects due to
https://www.heighpubs.org/japch
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impaired proprioception. Therfore, they should show reduced
postural stability compared to healthy participants in the eyes
closed conditions, especially when standing on a foam. The
min-max range analysis (along the axis of leaning movement)
revealed poorer performance in the EC on foam condition
for GTS group during the forward leaning of the irst phase
and support this hypothesis. In striking contrast, adolescents
with GTS exhibited the greatest postural control dif iculties
relative to healthy participants under EO condition. Indeed,
de icits showed in EO condition was observed with min-max
range (along the axis of leaning movement) in leftward and
rightward leaning. Moreover, when the GTS group reach
their maximum leaning position, the Time to phase 1 onset
(i.e. the initial postural adjustments revealed by irst time the
COP moved in the opposite direction to the voluntary leaning
movement (Figure 1), was signi icantly longer in EO condition
(0.5 s) despite the fact that they reach similar maximal
COP excursions than the control group. Their capacities to
maintain maximal leaning position (COPmax-COPmeans) also
were more affected by EO condition. The EO and EC on foam
conditions might have been especially challenging for GTS
participants for different reasons.
First, the greater impairments of GTS adolescents in the
EO condition might be linked to speci ic dif iculties in visual
sensory integration for dynamic postural control. Some
previous studies reported de icient visual processing in GTS
participants. For instance, two studies revealed visuomotor
integration alterations in ine motor skills of the upper
limb using the standardized pegboard of the Motorische
Leistungsserie system [21] and the Berry visual-motor
integration test [17]. However, in static postural control,
Lemay and their colleagues [22] reported no statistical
difference between children with GTS and their pairs in EO
and EC on a irm surface conditions [22]. The motor control
requirements in static balance paradigm used in their study
compared to the one employed in our experimental design
task could explain in part, these observations. Interestingly,
the initial postural stabilization was highly sensitive to the
sensory processing and integration impairments for dynamic
postural control in GTS. The interaction effects between the
group and the sensory conditions were only exhibited in the
phase 1. No interaction was demonstrated in the phase 2.
These observations suggest that initial stabilization period
and late phases of maintaining maximal leaning position
involve different balance constraints having differential
demands for sensorimotor integration. Indeed, compared to
classical static stability assessments or unpredictable short
postural perturbations that largely involved subcortical
pathways, brainstem and spinal structures [34], the
voluntary unperturbed self-paced postural movements
favor the recruitment of cortical activities. In this light, the
network used to achieve the voluntary leaning tasks in the
phase 1 that soliciting both the feed forward (planning) and
feedback (online) process could highlight speci ic sensory
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.japch.1001024

disturbances for dynamic postural control in GTS that did not
appear in quiet standing task [22]. In contrast to the phase 1,
the phase 2 possibly solicited online mechanisms who gets
closer to the one used in static postural control. Indeed,
holding the COP near the limits of foot support in the phase
2 could be less dependent on the planning process and/or of
sensory information and could explain the different results
observed in both phases. This hypothesis is supported by our
results obtained in phase 2 which are similar to the results
demonstrated in a quiet standing [22].
The initial postural instabilities of GTS adolescents may
also be linked to the use of different strategies than control
participants to reach their limits of stability. A previous study
exploring postural stability limits in Parkinson’s disease has
reported the use of a different spatial-temporal pattern during
the motion phase of the learning task [9]. Other studies have
likewise reported a breakdown in the temporal coordination
between postural adjustments and voluntary movements in
Parkinsonian patients [12]. However, these studies did not
use various sensory conditions in their experimental protocol.
The impairments in the Time to phase 1 onset and in their
capacities to maintain maximal leaning position (COPmaxCOPmeans) support that the temporal breakdown between
the voluntary leaning movement and postural adjustments
may be responsible for the marked postural instabilities
measured during the initial leaning phase of GTS adolescents
in EO.
Since all sensory modalities are available for postural
control in the EO (vision, proprioceptive, tactile and
vestibular), postural dysfunctions in this condition might
also re lect a sensory treatment overload. Indeed, it has been
hypothesized that the symptoms characterizing GTS occur
as a result of the failure of sensory gating, a concept which
describes the prevention of sensory overload by iltering out
irrelevant stimuli [4,19,35,36].
The EC on foam condition also involved complex sensorimotor mechanisms, especially in terms of proprioceptive
processing. The foam condition alters the plantar pressure
sensations compared to standing on a irm surface and increases instability at the whole body. Thus, without vision
participants must use a ine time varying proprioceptive
signals to control posture. In patients with Parkinson’s
and Huntington’s disease, postural control anomalies have
been attributed to a disturbance in proprioception [13,37].
Although no previous study has directly assessed proprioceptive sensitivity in GTS adolescents, altered perception of
internal sensations has been repetitively reported in GTS [38]
and the quantitative sensory testing revealed that 15% of
adults with GTS had suspected somatosensory dysregulation and 35% had somatosensory dysregulation [25]. These
observations might also explain the greater de icits of GTS
adolescents in the EC on foam condition.
https://www.heighpubs.org/japch
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However, it has been suggested that when proprioception
is highly challenged, as it is the case when standing on foam
support surface without vision cues, subjects tended to rely
also on vestibular signals for postural control [8]. One recent
report indicated that GTS children are particularly impaired
in controlling posture when vestibular information was
challenged [23]. However, it is worth mentioning that, in this
previous study researcher assessed postural control under
a perturbation paradigm where proprioceptive sensations
were made inaccurate, thereby forcing children to rely
on vestibular sensations. By contrast, in the current
study, proprioceptive processing was challenged using a
voluntary unperturbed leaning task. In our foam condition,
proprioceptive cues are markedly different from standing on
a irm surface, as it is the case when standing on an exercise
mat or on sand. Notably, however, the proprioceptive signals
are entirely reliable and representative of the postural
context. Therefore, we believe that subjects needed to use
proprioceptive cues to produce ine context adapted postural
adjustments. Our paradigm does not allow dissociation
between these alternative hypotheses. However, since a
plethora of studies reported impaired proprioception in BG
disorders and the processing of proprioceptive information
is especially complex in our foam condition, we believe that
the observed greater stability dif iculties (min-max range)
of GTS adolescents during forward leaning in the EC on foam
condition largely re lects altered proprioceptive processing
mechanisms.
Altogether, these hypotheses could not, however,
explain why the GTS adolescents exhibited different sensory
symptoms in AP and in ML leaning axes in phase 1. It is well
known that the central nervous system may use different
postural strategies to control the AP versus ML components
of postural stability [7]. Our study could bring new insight
about the different sensory weighting required to control AP
versus ML components of postural stability. In other words,
the relative contribution of each sensory modality to control
the AP versus ML components was possibly different. The
results might indicate that, in GTS adolescents, the AP postural
control is more dependent on proprioceptive information and
the one in ML may be more dependent on visual information.
In anterior postural leaning, the task depends largely on the
precise activity of the antigravity muscles that are greatly
involved in the control of balance since a very young age. It is
possible that the forward leaning task depends more on the
ine time-varying proprioceptive signals. To our knowledge,
no previous study had evaluated this interesting hypothesis
but deserve to be deepened.
Another possible explanation of the de icits observed
in GTS in phase 2 is a de icit in sensorimotor integration
mechanisms. Multiple lines of evidence indicate that the basal
ganglia are a major contributor to sensorimotor integration
mechanisms [16]. One previous study has suggested that
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.japch.1001024

such real-time control of quiet postural stability might be
impaired in GTS [22]. Other studies have likewise suggested
that BG disorders led to impair online movement control
[39]. Additionally, some previous studies have suggested that
Parkinson’s disease patients [16,40] and GTS children [22]
have intermodal sensorimotor integration de iciencies. Hence,
several reports indicated that normal postural development
involves both a more effective use of sensory information as
well as better sensorimotor integration [31,41]. It is possible
that the neurodevelopmental disorders of GTS increased the
delay in the development of these mechanisms and explain
the postural disorders in phase 2.
Altogether, the results of this study highlighted the
importance of the clinical sensorimotor postural control
assessments in GTS’s patients. This study also indicated that
the functional reach test was probably not the most
appropriated postural test because the maximal COP
excursion revealed no signi icant difference. The clinical
assessments with pediatric balance measures must, however,
include various components of balance including static and
dynamic stability, planning treatment programs and sensory
integration.
Other disease-related considerations
Other GTS neurological changes could also be contributing
to the sensorimotor disturbances observed in this study.
Firstly, several structural abnormalities have been observed
in the parietal cortex, thalamus, somatosensory cortex,
corpus callosum, premotor cortex of individuals with GTS
[42-46]. Moreover, studies have reported increased activity
in the somatosensory cortex, supplementary motor cortex
and primary motor cortex before and during voluntary upper
limb movements [19,47]. Thus, in addition to the dysfunctions
in basal ganglia network, several neural abnormalities could
also be responsible for the sensorimotor de icits in GTS.
However, it is important to note that the majority of these
neurophysiological results were obtained using voluntary
distal upper limb motor tasks. This type of task primarily
involves the cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical networks [35].
In contrast, unperturbed dynamic postural control involves
more largely the cortico-basal ganglia-brainstem networks.
Thus, only a very tentative correlation can be made between
our results and the observations reported in anterior studies
using upper limb motor tasks in GTS.
Limits of the study
In this exploratory study, the COP analysis itself could
not permit con irming the postural strategy hypothesis
postulated in the phase 1. Future studies involving both COP
displacements and kinematic analyses are needed to better
assess how GTS impacts on the coupling between voluntary
movements and postural adjustments in different sensory
conditions. The small sample of participants could not allow
to generalize the interpretation of the results. This study was,
https://www.heighpubs.org/japch
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however, required for preliminary investigations of these
important hypotheses. The limited number of trials in each
direction and each condition could affect the reliability of
the data. This protocol selection was based on our previous
studies and our pilot studies. The experimental protocol
was a compromise between minimize the fatigue effect and
have 3 sensory conditions as well as 4 directions to evaluate
our hypotheses in a pediatric population with neurological
disorders. Finally, the anomalies observed in the postural
control of GTS adolescents might also be linked to various
aspects of the tics and/or comorbidities. It could be possible
that the motor, sensory, premonitory urge, OCD and/or ADHD
had affected our postural data.

Conclusion
The clinical expression of GTS is highly heterogeneous.
Our indings demonstrated subclinical de icits in dynamic
postural control in adolescents with GTS, especially in the
phase 2. They also demonstrated lateral postural adjustments
in both phases. The postural abilities in the leaning position
was more greatly impaired by the sensory conditions in
the phase 1. This study raises the hypothesis that postural
disturbances are more accentuated when GTS participants
have high demand for multisensory signals during the
initial stabilization of leaning position such as revealed
by the time to phase 1 onset, the capacities to maintain the
maximal inclined posture and the min-max range in ML
leaning directions. In contrast, the proprioceptive processing
was signi icantly altered during forward leaning (min-max
range). These results could reveal new insight about the
different sensory weighting required to control AP versus ML
components of postural stability. However, these hypotheses
need further investigations. Further investigations involving
various dynamic or functional postural paradigms and
larger participants groups are required to elucidate how impairments in speci ic sensory systems contribute to postural
control dif iculties in GTS. With future longitudinal studies,
in a larger population, de icits in this dynamic postural
task may become a useful biomarker to characterize
anomalies in postural control development and to identify an
endophenotype in GTS. Furthermore, these postural analyses
might serve as outcome measures to objectively assess the
effectiveness of speci ic balance training in GTS.
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